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The purpose of this paper is twofold. Technically, it deals with the presenta- 
tion of necessary conditions for certain types of optimization problems 
formulated in a Banach space; operationally, it deals with a method which 
exploits any linearity contained in a given optimization problem. 
The necessary conditions take the form of a Lagrange multiplier theorem. 
Specializing a result found in Liusternik and Soboloev [l], it is shown that a 
Lagrange multiplier will exist and will satisfy equations which, historically, 
have been used in the investigation of complementary variational principles 
[2, 3, 4, 5, 61 and, recently, in optimal control theory [6]. Due to differentiability 
requirements, the basic formulation of the optimization problem considered will 
not be as general as Neustadt [7], T araipa [S], and others [9, lo]. However, the 
assumptions in the multiplier rule may be verified more easily and sufficient 
generality is included in order to analyze most optimization probletns where the 
constraint relations are described by ordinary, partial, or functional differential 
equations, or by integral equations. 
The paper is broken up into three sections. The first section deals with nota- 
tion and mathematical preliminaries; section two contains the problem definition 
and the main theorems; section three contains example problems which amplify 
the wide applicability of the theorems. 
SECTION 1. NOTATION AND MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
Let Y and % be real Banach spaces and T a linear densely defined operator 
which maps Y into F. We denote the dual operator of T by T'. I f  c E % and 
c’ E V, the (normed) dual space of V, we denote the value of c’ at c by (c’, c>. 
Also, we let Jw denote the natural map of V into V” and [P’, U] is the space of 
all bounded linear operators taking .Y into F. 
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If I is a real valued functional defined on 9’ x %‘, then 8,1(s, c) will denote the 
partial Frechet derivative of I with respect to s at the ordered pair (s, c), 
iYJ(s, c) E [Y”, R] = 9’. I f  G . IS a mapping of Y into ??, then the FrCchet 
derivative of G with respect to s at f,  will be denoted by G’(s,), G’(Q) E [Y, %‘I. 
I f  given E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that /I s - s, 11~ < 6 implies I/ G’(s) - G(sO)ll 
< E, then we say that the FrCchet derivative of G is continuous at sa . 
Continuing we present, for completeness, the following well-known defini- 
tion and lemma found in [l, 111: 
DEFINITION. Let G be a continuously FrCchet differentiable transformation 
from an open set D in a Banach space Y into a Banach space 59. If  s0 E D is such 
that G’(s,,) maps Y onto %?, the point sa is said to be a regular point of the 
transformation G. 
LEMMA. Let 9’ and 9? be Banach spaces and let R denote the real line with G( .): 
Y + ?Y, K(.): 9 -+ R. Let K achieoe a local minimum subject to G(s) = 0 at the 
point 3. Let K(s) and G(s) be continuously Frkhet diSferentiable in an open neigh- 
borhood of S, where s is a regular point of G. Then (K’(s), 11:) = 0 for all h E S 
such that G’(s) h = 0. 
Proof. We present a proof by contradiction. Define the following transforma- 
tion P(e): Y+9 x Y? by 
P(s) = (K(s)* G(s)) 
and assume there exists an h E 9’ such that 
G’(s) h = 0, (K’(s), h) # 0 
Since (K’(f), hj # 0, K’(f) maps Y onto R and thus s is a regular point of the 
transformation P. By an inverse theorem [I 11, it follows that for any E > 0 
there exists an s E 9 and a 6 > 0 with /I s - s Ily < E such that T(s) = 
(K(f) - 8, 0). Th’ is contradicts the assumption that s is a local minimum of K. 
Therefore (K’(i), h) = 0 for all s E Y such that G’(s) h = 0. 
SECTION 2. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND R~AIN THEOREMS 
Let 9, V be real Banach spaces. Let T E [Y, 971. Let K be a real valued 
functional defined on 9’ and let F be a mapping defined on 9’ with range in V”. 
Both K and F are assumed to be continuously differentiable. 
We consider the following problem: 
minimize K(s) (2.1) 
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subject to 
Ts = J$(F(s)) (2.2’) 
where it is assumed that a unique solution of (2.2’) exists for each S. 
Before analyzing this problem, we define another real valued functional 
I(s, c’) in the following way: 
Z(s, c’) = K(s) + (c’, J&‘(F(s))j 
== K(s) + (F(s), 8: 
where c’ E W. 
Note that (2.2’) may be written now as 
Ts = $I(s, c’) 
THEOREM 1. Let s be a regular point of the mapping Ts - 
is minimized with respect to all s such that 
Ts = J$(F(s)) 
at S, then there exists a E’ E ‘35’ such that 
T’c’ = %,Z(s, 3). 
Proof. By our previous lemmas, 
K’(i) 1 JY(J~‘(F(S)) - T). 
Since (]$(F’(s)) - T) is onto, we have 
K’(s) E ~%([j$(F’(s)) - T]‘) 
i.e., there exists a C’ E V?’ such that 
Therefore, 
K’(s) = -(]&F’(s)) - T)’ E’. 
K’(s) = T’r’ - [J$F’(s)]’ c’. 
But 
and 
I(& c’) = fqs) + (Q), c’> 
Therefore, 
aJ(s, c’) = K’(s) + c’/;F(s). 
T’? = &I@, E’), i.e., 
P-2) 
G(W). If K(s) 
<T’E’ - a,@, E’), s^) = 0 for all s  ^E Y. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let all the assumptions of the preceding theorem hold with the 
exception that (]&F’(S)) - T) h as closed range but is not necessarily onto. If K(s) 
is minimized with respect to all s such that 
Ts = ]$(F(s)) 
at S, then there exists a nonzero element (E,, , E’) E R x W such that 
c~K’(s) + [IF1 0 F’(s)]’ c’ - T’c’ = 0. 
Proof. Ifs is regular, then we may take E, = 1. Ifs is not a regular point, then 
let 
M = W[]$(F’(s)) - T). 
There is a point c E +? such that 
id /I c - m 11 > 0. 
melt4 
Hence, there exists a 2’ E Ml, C’ # 0 [l 1, p. 1191. 
Since Ml =N[J$(F’(s)) - T)‘], this E’ along with cs = 0 satisfy the require- 
ments of the corollary. 
SECTION 3. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. A Classical Optimal Control Problem 
Let us consider a classical optimal control problem which will serve the 
purpose of illuminating the method by which more difficult problems can be 
handled. 
We wish to determine a control function g(.) E U which drives a system 
characterized by the differential equation 
ff(t) = f(x(t), u(t)), t 65 (to 9 tJ (3.1) 
with initial condition 
terminal condition 
and which minimizes 
4’0) = x0 > (3.2) 
G(&)) = 0, (3.3) 
J = j-:’ 4x(t), u(t)) dt (3.4) 
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where: 
(a) [f, , r,] is a given, bounded, nontrivial subset of P; 
(b) u(.) E Ii’ = Cm[tO , tr] := {z(.): [t, , f,] --, Rnf such that I?(.) is continu- 
ous with respect to t and suple[fO,tl~ 11 z(t)l&“, < CO:. 
(c) x(.) E P[f, ( tl] = {k(.): [t, ) fl] + I? such that h(.) is continuous with 
respect to t and s~p~~[~~,~,l I( h(t)lI,,, < ~0). 
(d) f(., ): RI’ x RlrL ---f R’l; l(., .): R” :< R’” --f R1; G(.): Rri ---f Rq; f, 1, 
and G are continuous real valued functions with continuous partial derivatives 
in the respective arguments. 
[e) The matrix of partial derivatives G, has rank 4. 
Before we consider this problem in light of the previous theorems, some 
discussion is required. Suppose we were to identify, in part, the elements of 
equation (3.1) with the operator equation in our theorem, i.e., suppose we were 
to define 
T=$! y’ = v  =c cyt, , tJ. 
T would then be an unbounded operator and the theorem would not be appli- 
cable. If  we were to insist on our definition of T, a change in the spaces 9, % 
would be required-they would have to be adjusted in order to insure at least 
boundedness of T. 
Let us attack the problem in the following way: assume that x(.) E P[t, , t,]; 
that (3.1) (3.2) are put into the equivalent integral equation 
X(t) = L’co + f’f(+), +)) dT; (3.5) 
- b 
and that for any r E R”, we can select a V( .) E P[t, , t,] such that the equation 
(3.6) 
has a solution with 
iz(tl) = r. (3.7) 
We now define our equation Ts == J&F(s)) and the spaces Y, V. Let 
Y = f?[t, , tl] x R” x P[q, , tJ 
and it 
s == I.$.), x(Q, u(.)l, 
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then 
T, = 14-h 01 
(3.8) 
We note that P? = P[t, , tr] x RQ. 
Due to assumption (e) and the assumption relating (3.6) and (3.7), it can be 
shown that every s is a regular point of (3.8). 
We now proceed by using the right hand side of (3.8) to form our functional I. 
Since c’ E W, we let 
c’ = [A(-), v] 
where 
A( .) E I3 V”[to ) tl] 
= {p(.): [to , tr] + R*, p(t) is a function of bounded variation on [t, , tJ>, 
VERQ. 
Thus 
I(& c’) = I’ &(t), u(t)) dt + I’ dA(t) Lx,, + Ilf(+), U(T)) dT] + v’G(x(t,)). 
to 
(3.9) 
Having obtained I, we note that our necessary condition is written in operator 
form as 
T'c' - Z$I(s, c') = 0, i.e., 
(T'c' - a&, c'), S) = 0 s^EY. 
Therefore letting 
E = P(-1, W,), ?4.)1, 
we have 
(3.10) 
- .c” t&(t), u(t)) h(t) dt - I’ U@), 40) 49 dt 
0 
- v’G&(tl)) h(t,) = 0 
(3.11) 
w-) E C% , t11, 
W*) f C%J , tJ, 
Vlz(t,) E R", 
h(t(J = 0. 
409!66/I-7 
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Equation (3.8) is the equivalent of (3.11) f  or our reformulated optimal control 
problem. \Ve may now state the following: 
THEOREM. Let .F(.) be the trajectory generated by the optimal control ii(.) such 
that 
2(t) = j(Lqt), u(t)), t E (t” T 5) 
x(&J = x0 
G(.v(t,)) = 0 
and J is minimized. Then there exists a junction p( .): [t, , tl] + R” and a v E RQ 
such that joy t E [to, tl] 
-P’(t) = p’(t)j&(t), qt)) + k@(t), u(t)) 
I = G&W) v 
0 = p’(t) f,Mt), u(t)) + @(t), u(t)) 
Proof. By our theorem, there exists a A(.) E Bl’“[t, , t,], and a Y E Rq such 
that (11) holds. Since A(.) is unique up to a constant, we may set h(t,) = 0. Since 
(11) holds for all h(.) E Cn[t,, , tJ, u(.) E Cm[tO , tJ, and h(t,) E R”, it holds when 
v(t) = 0, t E [to, tl]. Hence, 
It’ dh(t) h(t) - it’ dA(t) [[‘j@(t), n(t) h(t) dt 
to to * *o I 
1 t1 
-.I 
1,(x(t), u(t)) h(t) dt - v’GZ(%(tl)) h(t,) = 0 (3.12) t0 
h(t,) E Rn. 
Even though A(.) E BL’“[t, , tJ, (3.12) allows us to conclude that A(.) is much 
smoother in the interval [t, , tJ. By examining the first term in (3.12) we see that 
A(.) cannot have any jumps in [to, tl) since, if there were, a judicious choice of 
h(-) would invalidate (3.12). Th ere is a jump at t = t, in order to cancel the last 
term in the identity. The magnitude of the jump is Gl(f(tl))’ Y. Continuing, we 
note that since (3.12) holds for all continuous functions, it holds for all continu- 
ously differentiable h(.). Therefore, integrating the first term of (3.12) by parts 
and remembering the jump in A(.) at t, , we have 
s 
t1 
- 
to 
A’(t) h(t) dt + If’ [h(t) j&?(t), ii(t)) - l&?(t), a(t))] dt = 0 
to 
ht.1 E CYt, > hl that are continuously differentiable. (3.13) 
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By a standard lemma in the calculus of variations, we may conclude that on the 
interval [to, tJ, 
-X(t) = h(t)f$(t), u(t)) - z&T(t), U(f)). 
Similar reasoning allows us to also conclude 
4M~), a(t)) - W).w(~), @(O) = 0. 
Finally, by requiring the boundary condition on h(tJ to be -G,(f(t,))’ v instead 
of zero, we see that h(.) is continuous in the closed interval [t, , tl]. Now let 
p(t) = --A(t) and our theorem is proved. 
Remarks. 
(1) Concerning the assumption relating equations (3.6), (3.7) and assump- 
tion (e), we have, in effect, made a controllability assumption-the linearization 
of (3.5) can be steered from the origin to any point in Rn. 
(2) Because of the formulation, the multiplier h(a) is the negative of the 
multiplier obtained when other necessary conditions are applied [12]. 
(3) It would have been possible to take T = 0, equate 
and proceed in the same manner. 
EXAMPLE 2. A Neutral Functional System 
Let us now consider a somewhat more difficult problem. We will consider a 
system governed by a nth-order neutral functional differential equation. The 
system described is linear (only for notational purposes), but a nonlinear system 
could be analyzed as well. 
We wish to minimize 
(’ f(t, x(t), x(l)(t),..., .~+-~)(t), u(t)) dt 
subject to 
,yq = $ a&“-l’(t) + i b,.t’yt - h) + u(f), t E (to 9 t1) (3.15) 
0 
and 
x(t, 7 r) = Xt, = CD(Y), r E [A, O] (3.16) 
“(& + r> = Xfl = x(p), YE [AZ, O] (3.17) 
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where 
(a) 12 > 0, [to , ti] is a given, bounded, nontrivial subset of R’, and t, > 
q, + h; 
(b) @, x E TI$“‘[--A, 0] = {u(.): [-h, 0] a R’ such that w(“mi)(.) is 
absolutely continuous and w(~)(.) E&[-/Z, 01); 
(If we define the following inner product on Wi”)[-h, 01, 
(wl , wg) I@‘[-h, 0] = ;$; a$‘(-h) z$)(-h) + f” @)(a) &‘(a) da, 
- 41 
IVr’[-A, 0] is a Hilbert space); 
(c) 1(., ., .): A1 ,X R’” x R1 - R’; 1 is a continuous real valued function 
with continuous partial derivatives in J and u; 
(d) There exists a function m(., .): R” x R + R which is bounded on 
bounded sets and 
where (x, t) E R12 x R’, ui and z+ in R1; 
(4 4.) E b(tO l 0 
i\gain, we reformulate this problem so that we may directly apply Theorem 1. 
We begin by identifying our cost functional and constraint equations (2.2) with 
K(s) and (2.1), respectively. The first identification is obvious, so we can proceed 
in the following way. Denoting s E 9’ by, 
s = (N(.), u(.)) E Y = Hp[t, - h, tJ x I&, , fl), 
we can define T and F(s) as follows: 
Having denoted K(s) and F(s), we derive the functional I(s, c’). The functional 
c’ lies in %‘, the dual of the range space of T. Since W(T), L2(to , tl) x 
Wp)[-h, 0] x Win)[-h, O-J, we let c’ = [A(.), or, ~a(.)] be contained in this 
product space and obtain 
I(& c’) = s,” l(t, x(t), x(l)(t),..., +-l)(t), u(t)) dt + f’ A(t) u(t) dt 
0 to 
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Continuing our process, we now obtain T’c’ and a,l(s, c’). Let I = (z(e), e(*)) E 
Y, then 
Recalling our definition of the inner product in Win’[to - h, tl], we find 
(T'c', r) = I'l [h(t) - $ (--l)+"+l ~&,,,h(t)] z(=)(t) dt 
0 
- Jy’_r: (go (-I)“-” b&& + h)) iqt) dt. 
0 
In obtaining (a$(~, c’), Q, we find 
(a@, c’), S) = f’ [I$) + A(t)] e(t) dt 
to 
+ j-1 (2 (- l)+“+-l r,,-,+,,r,l,-l)(t)) z(*)(t) dt 
k=l 
where 
&)@) = 
qt, x, a+‘,...) X+-l), u) 
&W-l, 
w = 
qt, cc, x(l) ,..., d-l), u) 
au 
> 
(41’) (4 = j)~(o) du, to f t d 4 , 
I k+l = IO I, and PC-) wto ) t1). 
Therefore, we obtain our adjoint equation 
<T’c’ - a&, c’), S) = 0 i.e., 
- i (-l)n-k+l a,In-k+lh(t) s@(t) dt 
k=l I 
- (- l)n-k &In-&t + h) 1 z+(t) dt 
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n-1 
- ,F, $‘(-h) zfi)(t, - h) - Jfo vl(n)(t - to) z(“)(t) dt 
to-t1 
- z; vi’(-h) #)(t, - h) - I,‘I-, $‘(t - tJ z(“)(t) dt T= 0 (3.18) 
1 
for all (z(.), c(.)) E FVp)[t, - h, tJ x L2(t0 , t&. 
Finally, from [13, 141, ‘t I can be shown that every point (A(.), u(.)) E -Y is a 
regular point of the transformation Ts - J.&F(s)). Hence we may state the 
following: 
THEOREM. Let (3(.), P(-)) be the optimal pair. Then there exists a triple 
(h(v), q(.), us(.)) EL~(~,, , tI) x Wr’[-h, 0] x Wjn)[-h, 0] such that for some 
real constants ci , di , ei , i = 0, I ,..., n - 1, the following necessary conditions 
hold: 
A(t) - i (-l)n-k+l a I k n-k+lX(t) - t (-l)n-k b,l,-,X(t + h) 
k=l E=O 
- v$)(t - tl) = 1 d,.ti 
i=O 
a.e. t E [h - h, tll 
(3.20) 
A(t) = -C(t) a.e. t E [to r hl (3.21) 
i. (-l)“-” b&&t + h) + @(t - to) = y  eit’ 
i=l 
a.e. t E [to - h, to] 
(3.22) 
where 
vp’(-h) = 0 i = o,..., n - 1 (3.23) 
$‘(-h) = 0 i = o,..., n - 1 
aw al(x,iz) 
-==T* a(9 
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Proof. Since the technique is the same spirit as before, an abbreviated version 
is presented. Since (3.18) holds for every (z( *), V( .)) E Y, let x(a), V( *) be such that 
z(t,, + U) = 0, a E [--h, 01, z(t, + u) = 0, u E [--h, 01, and v(t) 3 0 t E (to, tl). 
Then 
,1(t) - f (-l)“-‘if1 a I k &+J(t) - f (- l)n-k b,LJ(t + A) 
k=l k=O 
- g1 (- lY-“+l zn-k+l$(k-‘) (t)] s+(t) dt = 0. 
By appealing to the generalized lemma of the calculus of variations [15], (3.19) 
follows. Proceeding, we now choose (z(.), v(.)) E Y such that z(t) = 0, 
t E [to - h, t, - h] and v(t) = 0, t E [to , tl]. Then 
x(t) - i (- I)“-“+1 a k z Il-k+lw - i (- lPk+l ~nn-k+lzz(k-‘)(t) 
i&l hkl 
- vg cn’(t - tl)] @j(t) dt = 0. 
As before, (3.20) follows from the generalized lemma. The remainder of the 
proof follows in a similar fashion. 
Remarks. 
(4) The first entry of the “vector” Ts could also have been either of the 
following: 
xy a), 
X(ny.) - f akxtk-l)(.). 
k=l 
(5) Note, by definition, the calculation of the adjoint T’ will depend 
intrinsically on the inner product of the Hilbert space. For a Banach space, in 
general, one need not calculate T’ but simply rely on the form (T’c’, s^). This 
“circumvents” the problem of the calculation of the adjoint in a Banach space. 
SUMMARY 
We have derived a set of necessary conditions for the optimal control of 
systems defined on a Banach space and have applied these necessary conditions 
to a classical optimal control problem and to a system described by a neutral 
functional differential equation. We should note that the formulation allows 
application of the necessary conditions to a wide range of optimization problems 
(nonlinear programming, optimal control of distributed parameter systems, etc.). 
A. K. ANDRT, JR. 
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